
Aslan: “Every year you grow, you will find me B_______________


Even the most serious student of the Gospel of John will find Christ 
much ________________ every time they come to it!


As we grow, the larger C___________ gets!


The first words of John’s gospel point the reader back to the first verse 
of G________________. 


Salvation from sin and destruction is always found in J________________


The first verse of John is the T______________ statement for entire book.


In the first verse, John is saying that Jesus is who he C________________ 
to be!


The Word (Logos) is a reference to Jesus to communicate that he is the 
Divine Word P________________ and would A________________ the 
purpose for which he was sent. 


In John 1:1 we learn three crucial things about Jesus: 


1.  	 Jesus is Eternally P___________________


	 In other words , there was never a time when Jesus did not 	
	           E___________.  


	 Arius taught that Jesus was a C_______________ being — the 	
	 Bible, however, teaches that Jesus is E____________. 


2.  	 Jesus is Eternally W_________ God.


	 The idea is that God and Jesus are F__________ to F___________. 
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	 Modalism denies the Trinity by saying that the one God appears 	
	 in T___________________forms. 


	 Before creation God existed and was completely C_____________ 
	 within Himself (There was not a void that needed to be filled).


3.	 Jesus is Eternally G_____________


	 Jesus is God in both essence and C________________


	 Trinity: One being that exists in T______________ P_____________


	 The gloriousness of the gospel rests in the fact that Jesus is God 	
	 and therefore came to accomplish what you and I could never 	
	 accomplish — to free us from the c___________ of sin and death!


For Further Conversation:  

As you continue to think about this first verse of John’s gospel does the 
scene from the Chronicles of Narnia ring true to you? Explain.


Have you had any experience with the errors concerting Jesus 
mentioned? How would give an answer to someone that believed Christ 
was created or that the Father, Spirit, and Jesus were merely modes or 
functions of the one God? 


Explain the significance of John using the word “Word” in reference to 
Jesus. 


What is wrong with the idea that God created human beings because he 
was lonely (that there was a void before creation that needed to be 
filled)?


What are some ways in which you can apply this message to your life? 
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